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Abstract—Heterogeneous networks (HetNets) have been widely
accepted as a promising architecture to fulfill the ever-increasing
demand for capacity expansion. However, the energy consumed
by the dense underlay of the large number of micro base stations
that is required to achieve capacity expansion, exacerbates the
energy inefficiency of cellular networks. Hybrid energy sources,
i.e., the grid and green energy sources, can be used to meet
the HetNets excessive demand for energy. In such networks,
traffic load balancing becomes crucial to balance the tradeoff between green energy utilization and quality of service
(QoS) provisioning. Leveraging software-defined radio access
networks (SoftRAN) and considering inaccuracy of vital network
measurements, we develop an autonomous, robust and resilient
load balancing framework. The framework consists of two major
modules. First, the H∞ regulator module, which guides the
temporal utilization of green energy and distribution of network
loads among base stations (BSs) in order to achieve long-term
average QoS provisioning. Second, a user association module
that optimizes user association and its corresponding traffic
loads to minimize the network traffic latency while respecting
loads proposed by the H∞ regulator. Extensive performance
evaluations demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed framework
in autonomously balancing the trade-off between green energy
consumption and traffic latency. Furthermore, performance evaluations confirm the robustness of the proposed framework to
estimation inaccuracy and its resilience to sudden changes in
network parameters.
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Fig. 1. A HetNet of MiBSs and MaBSs powered by the grid and renewable
energy sources.

Index Terms—SoftRAN, HetNets, Mutli-cell Networks, Energy
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s mobile networks have been seamlessly integrated
into an essential infrastructure for daily personal and business
transactions. This is motivated by the ever-increasing number
of smart-phone users, wearable devices, tablets, and Internet of
Things (IoT) devices. Cisco forecasts that total monthly mobile
data traffic will nearly triple from 2018 to 2021, increasing
to 49 exabytes [1]. In order to support the drastic increase in
demand for higher traffic rates with stringent quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements, mobile operators are obliged to extend the
coverage and capacity of their Radio Access Network (RAN),
while facing a rising OPEX and CAPEX. The energy cost
ranges from 10% to 40% of the overall network OPEX [2].
In current saturated markets, mobile operators strive for cost
reduction to stay competitive. To this end, mobile operators
are increasingly turning to power their infrastructure using

hybrid energy sources consisting of both conventional grid
and renewable energy sources [3]. Considering renewable
energy sources alternatives not only improves the OPEX efficiency of the network, but also its environmental performance.
The environmental impact of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) has recently become a major concern as its
share of the global CO2 emissions is expected to reach 2% in
2030, being comparable to the aviation industry [4].
HetNets have emerged as a promising cost effective architecture to support the rising mobile traffic loads. In HetNets,
micro BSs (MiBSs) are densely deployed in high demand
geographical areas to alleviate the load off the macro BSs
(MaBSs) [5]. MiBSs consume less energy and have a smaller
coverage area than MaBSs; therefore, the network capacity and
coverage area can be extended at a minimal cost. However,
in dense HetNets with high frequency-reuse, users become
subject to severe interference, which if not managed properly, degrades network capacity [6]. Furthermore, due to user
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mobility over the small coverage areas of MiBSs, the traffic
loads at these BSs fluctuate at a very high rate. Therefore, it
is crucial to orchestrate control and resource management of
neighboring BSs. Unlike distributed control, software-defined
radio access networks (SoftRAN) abstracts BSs in a given
geographical area as virtual BSs and centralizes control of
handover, user association, interference management and load
balancing at the radio access network controller (RANC) [6].
Implementations of a programmable software-defined solution
for heterogeneous 5G RANs has already been suggested in [7].
The RANC maintains a global view of the network status,
resources, loads and performance, which facilitates a closedloop optimal control of the SoftRAN, and hence fully exploit
advantages and capabilities of HetNet. An illustration of a
HetNet powered by hybrid energy sources is shown in Figure
1.
User association and resource management are tightly coupled in dense HetNets, especially ones supplied by hybrid
energy sources. In HetNets, due to transmission power disparity between MaBSs and MiBSs, and the overlap of their
coverage areas, associating users merely based on received
down-link pilot signal strength may overload MaBSs while
leaving MiBSs underutilized [8]. In addition, this introduces
severe interference and degrades the QoS offered to users. On
the other hand, associating users based on availability of green
energy may associate users with distant BSs with poor channel
gains, thereby increasing the traffic delivery latency. It is clear
that user association and green energy utilization has to be
jointly and intelligently balanced to reap the advantages of
HetNets with hybrid energy sources.
There have been extensive efforts pertaining to jointly
optimizing load balancing via user association and energy
utilization [8]–[18]. Authors in [9], [10], [17], [18] develop
a combinatorial-based framework consisting of dynamic BS
ON/OFF operation, resource allocation and user association,
which enables a flexible trade-off between flow-level performance and energy consumption. In these works, traffic is
completely offloaded from selected BSs to neighboring BSs
in order to switch OFF these selected BSs to save energy.
An alternative common approach is one that keeps all BSs
ON; however, balances load via cell range expansion (CRE),
also known as rate-biasing [19]. For example, Zhang and Liu
suggested a CRE algorithm that controls users’ bias towards
associating them with BSs having significant green energy to
maximize utility proportional fairness [11]. Similarly, Han and
Ansari, in [8], [12], introduce a distributed load balancing
algorithm that biases users towards BSs with greater green
energy and lower traffic delivery latency. Li et al. develop a
game-theory based scheme to allocate spectrum and backhaul
green energy [20].
Despite significance of energy savings achieved by above
solutions, they consider a “snapshot” of the network status
to balance the network load instantly, and hence overlook
the spatial variation of traffic arrival or temporal variation
of energy availability. Several recent works have addressed
this research gap. Chamola et al. in [13] proposed a simple
algorithm that guides the temporal allocation of green energy
over time to reduce the grid energy consumption. Contrary

to most load balancing schemes, the suggested algorithm
uses both user association and power control to perform load
balancing. Given a relatively accurate knowledge of the green
energy availability over a 24-hour period and an energy-delay
trade-off factor, the algorithm enables control over trading
energy for delay. The authors of [14] suggest a low-complexity
online algorithm, which applies Lyapunov optimization to
minimize the long-term average network cost. Similar to [13],
the authors of [14] define two weighting parameters to place
emphasis on sensitivity to either grid energy conservation
or packet delivery latency. Assuming time scale separation,
Liu et al. in [15] consider two-dimensional optimization to
lexicographically minimize on-grid energy consumption on
the temporal dimension, and optimize user association on
the spatial dimension. Along the space dimension, Liu et al.
define a weighted penalty function to bias users association
towards underutilized BSs. A predictive controller model is
presented in [16] to predict future user associations based
on forecasts of renewable energy availability and network
characteristics. The controller provides long-term energy management, however does not provide any guarantees on QoS
performance. Although, these solutions exploit the temporal
allocation of green energy, they do not consider the inaccuracy
of energy availability forecasts, traffic arrival prediction, or
channel estimation. Furthermore, in these solutions, it remains
unclear how the energy consumption and traffic latency tradeoff parameters are set to guarantee optimal performance.
The intermittent and sporadic nature of renewable energy
makes green energy availability highly random. In addition,
traffic arrivals are generally bursty, and have neither temporally known nor spatially known distributions due to user
mobility. However, the random nature of received wireless
signal strength and interference makes any assumption on their
distributions impractical [21]. The stochastic nature of these
key network parameters leads to significant estimation errors
and exacerbates the resource management and user association
problems.
Motivated by the limitations of existing solutions, in this
work we develop an estimation error-resilient, energy-aware
and QoS-aware load balancing framework that manages temporal allocation of green energy and provides long-term average QoS guarantees. In particular, we consider the load
balancing problem of HetNets to minimize traffic latency while
maintaining long-term QoS requirements and maximizing utilization of network-wide harvested green energy in a scenario
where future availability of green energy, traffic arrivals, or
channel gains are unpredictable and their distributions are not
known a priori. Our major contributions can be summarized
as follows:
• The dynamics of traffic load variation at BSs are modeled
as a linear discrete time system. The model captures the
traffic density of each BS coverage area over discrete
time-slots, which varies according to users’ arrival and
departure, users’ traffic intensity, channel gain, green
energy, estimation error and previous load balancing
decisions. The long-term average QoS provisioning requirements of BSs are represented by target traffic loads.
• An H∞ regulator is developed to regulate the time
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varying traffic loads around the target traffic loads, which
if achieved, maintains the long-term average QoS requirements [21], [22]. Regulating the traffic loads corresponds to minimizing the average long-term difference
between the actual varying traffic loads and the target
traffic loads. H∞ control is optimal for the considered
scenario of unpredictable key network parameters due
to its robustness to perturbation error and measurement
noise. While regulating traffic loads, the H∞ regulator
attains a fair utilization of the green energy available
at different BSs. This enables a well-balanced trade-off
between QoS provisioning and green energy utilization.
The H∞ regulator computes the BSs traffic loads that
shall be achieved by user association.
• Leveraging SoftRAN, a centralized user association
scheme is developed to associate users with BSs in such
a way that traffic latency is minimized while respecting
traffic loads proposed by the regulator.
• The H∞ regulator and user association scheme are combined in an energy-aware and QoS-aware load balancing
framework. The regulator operates over a long span
of time discretized by handover events, whereas user
association is executed at every handover event.
• Simulation results are provided to verify our theoretical
claims and demonstrate efficacy of proposed framework
in comparison to three other schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present the system model and problem formulation.
A general description of the proposed solution and its major
components are provided in Section III. The designs of the
H∞ regulator module and user association scheme are presented in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Section VI
presents extensive simulations results and analysis to verify
the efficacy of the proposed framework, in comparison to three
load balancing schemes for HetNets. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VII, followed by optimality and convergence proofs
in Appendix A.
As for the notation: a bold-face small-case symbol always
refers to a vector; and a bold-face large-case symbol always
symbolizes a matrix. Moreover, the weighted
p euclidean norm
of a real matrix A is given by kAkQ = AT QA. The j-th
element of a vector is denoted by [·]j . The i-th row and j-th
column element of a matrix is denoted by [·]i,j . The prime
symbol (·)0 on a function denotes derivative, while prime on a
matrix denotes transpose. The matrix I(·) denotes an identity
matrix of size (·). The max(0, ·) function is denoted by [·]+ .
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this paper, we consider a HetNet with two tiers of
BSs consisting of MaBSs and MiBSs. All base stations are
equipped with solar panels of appropriate sizes to harvest
green energy and are capable of complementing their energy
requirements with on-grid power. The system assumes a SoftRAN architecture where estimates of traffic characteristics,
channel conditions, and harvested green energy availability are
frequently but inaccurately reported to the centralized RANC,
where the framework operates. The reporting frequency of

these estimates is assumed to be one estimate per time-slot.
Unlike existing works, the statistical distributions of these
network parameters are assumed to be unknown.
The time axis is slotted by the user association process;
therefore, a time-slot t refers to the time duration between
two consecutive user associations. The considered network
model captures a large number of parameters which vary at
three different time scales. The time scale of variation in
channel gains, traffic arrival, and traffic size is much faster
than the time scale of the user association process. Moreover,
the association process is much faster than the time scale of
variation in green energy. Therefore, these time scales are
separate.
A. Traffic Model
Let J denote the set of all MiBSs and MaBSs deployed
in a geographical area denoted by A. The cardinality of
the set is denoted by J, |J | = J. Also, let a ∈ A
reference a user location falling in the coverage area of the
HetNet. Then, the average signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) measured at location a from j-th BS in time-slot t
ϑt g t (a)
can be expressed as SINRtj (a) = σ2 +P j j Ii (a) , where ϑtj
i∈Ij (a)

is the transmission power of the j-th BS, gjt (a) is the channel
gain between BS j and user equipment (UE) at location a.
Because the time scale of user association is larger than the
time scale of channel fast fading, gjt (a) here models slow
large-scale fading and shadowing [12], [23]. The noise power
level is denoted by σ 2 . The subset of BSs interfering with the
transmission of BS j is denoted by Ij (a), and each of them
introduces an interference denoted by Ii (a). The interference
is considered static due to the fixed frequency reuse plan of the
network during load balancing and resource allocation [12],
[23]. Hence, the achievable down-link rate at a given location
a in slot t can be expressed based on Shannon capacity as,
rjt (a) = BWj log2 (1 + SINRj (a)), where BWj is the total
bandwidth available to the j-th BS.
We adopt the average traffic density as a measure of traffic
load at base stations, which represents the fraction of time
during which the BS is occupied delivering its traffic load to
designated users located within its coverage area. The fraction
of the load designated by BS j to a user equipment located at
location a in time-slot t is given by
%tj (a) =

λt (a)ν t (a)ηjt (a)
,
rjt (a)

(1)

where λt (a) is the average rate of traffic arrival at location
a [12], [23], [24]. The statistical distribution of the traffic
arrival process at different locations is assumed independent
and follows an unknown distribution. The average size of each
of these arrivals is denoted by ν t (a) and its distribution is also
assumed unknown. The binary indicator ηjt (a) takes a value
of 1 if user equipment at location a is associated with BS j
and 0 otherwise. Therefore, the average traffic load density at
the j-th BS in time-slot t can be expressed as
Z
ρtj =
%tj (a)da,
(2)
a∈A
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where users are assumed to be uniformly distributed over
the coverage area of all BSs. An accurate estimation of
λt (a), ν t (a), ηjt (a) and rjt (a) is imperative for an accurate
estimation of ρtj . However, in a fast changing and statistically
unknown practical environment, an accurate estimation of
these parameters is infeasible. Therefore, in this work we rely
on an inaccurate estimate of the traffic load density at BS j
and denote it by ρ̂tj .
The traffic arrival distribution and the traffic size per arrival
distributions are both assumed to be unknown and follow a
general distribution. Therefore, the BS transmission process
of serving users in its coverage area can be modeled by
G/G/1-Process Sharing (PS) queuing system. In PS systems,
the available system capacity is equally shared among users
in the system, which is commonly used in existing literature
to model multiuser sharing of the BSs’ available wireless
resources [8], [12], [23]. Intuitively, the larger the traffic load
at a BS, the larger the traffic latency experienced by users
associated with it. The required average service time to serve
t
(a)
, which can
a user located at a is given by stj (a) = νrt (a)
j
be averaged over the uniformly distributed positions in the
coverage area of the BS during user association time-slot t.
The average service time, variance of inter-arrival time and
average inter-arrival times are computed over the coverage
area of BS j, and are given by E[s(a)]tj , Var[1/λ(a)]t , and
E[1/λ(a)]t , respectively. Therefore, the average traffic delivery
latency for users associated with BS j in time-slot t is then
upper bounded by,


E[s(a)]tj ρtj (ϕtj − 1) + 1)
t t
Lj (ρj ) ≤
,
(3)
1 − ρtj
t

Var[s(a)]t

Var[1/λ(a)]
j
is the coefficientwhere ϕtj = (E[1/λ(a)]
t )2 + (E[s(a)]t )2
j
of-variation that models the stochastic variability of traffic
[25]. In ϕtj , the term Var[s(a)]tj denotes the variance of the
average service rate offered by BS j to users located in its
coverage area in slot t. These parameters are instantaneously
approximated; however, their distributions are not known.
The QoS performance of a BS can be measured by the
traffic delivery latency Ltj (ρtj ) in equation (3). Given a target
long-term traffic delivery latency, Lj , to be achieved by BS j,
the target long-term traffic load density, ρj , to be maintained
at BS j can be found from equation (3) as follows

ρj ≤

Lj − E[s]j
.
Lj + E[s]j (ϕj − 1)

(4)

The t superscript is dropped in E[s]j to indicate the long-term
average service time of BS j over multiple time-slots. Similarly, ϕj denotes the long-term average of traffic coefficientof-variation. Hence, maintaining a BS traffic load lower than
the upper bound given in (4) guarantees a traffic latency less
than the target traffic latency Lj .
B. Energy Model
It is assumed that both MaBSs and MiBSs are capable of
consuming on-grid power at any given time. Although the
priority is always given to utilize green energy, a BS supplies

its remaining energy requirements from the grid whenever
green energy is fully depleted. Let the power consumption
of a base station be defined by [12],
ptj = βj ρtj + pstatic
j ,

(5)

where βj is a constant that translates a traffic load to power
consumption and pstatic
is the static power consumption of an
j
online BS, regardless of its load. Furthermore, let poj denote
the on-grid power consumption of a base station
t
t +
po,t
j = [pj − ej ] ,

(6)

where etj is the green energy available at the j-th BS in timeslot t. Then ρg,t
j can be defined as the amount of traffic load
that can be supported by only consuming green energy and is
expressed as [12]
!!
etj − pstatic
j
g,t
,1 − 
,
(7)
ρj = max 0, min
βj
where  is a small positive constant to guarantee 0 ≤ ρg,t
j ≤
1 − .
t
Based on the above definitions of ρtj and ρg,t
j , we define lj
to be a fraction of the network load assigned to j th BS, which
is given by
ρtj
(8)
ljt = P
t.
∀j∈J ρj
Similarly, let ljg,t be the fraction of network load that can solely
be supported by the green energy capacity available at j th BS
compared to other BSs in the network, which can be written
as
ρg,t
j
ljg,t = P
(9)
g,t .
∀j∈J ρj
C. Problem Formulation
Considering the traffic and energy models presented in the
previous two subsections, the power consumption of a given
BS and traffic delivery latency of users associated with it
increase with the increase in traffic load density at this BS.
However, the grid power consumption depends on the amount
of additional power consumed beyond the available green
energy. In addition, associating users to distant BSs increases
their traffic latency due to large scale fading and its impact
on their data rates. The traffic load density at all BSs in the
network is constrained by the conservation law under which
all users’ traffic must be delivered. Hence, decreasing the load
at one BS to minimize its grid power consumption, increases
the traffic load density at the other BSs, thereby increasing
their grid power consumption and traffic latency. We argue
that under relaxed traffic latency constraints, the grid power
consumption of the network can be minimized by distributing
to each BS a share of the network load proportional to its
share of the load that can be supported by green energy only.
This can be achieved by minimizing the deviation of the jρt
th BS share of the network load, given by ljt = P j ρt
∀j∈J j
from the j-th BS share of the network green load capacity,
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ρg,t

which can be expressed as ljg,t = P j ρg,t . Since the time
∀j∈J j
scale of green energy harvesting is much slower than the time
scale of user association, we consider the long-term average
performance of minimizing on grid power consumption. This
is captured by minimizing the long-term sum of squared
deviations of each BS’s share of the network load from
its share of the network green
which is given
i by
hPenergy,
PJ
T
g,t 2
1
t
)
.
−
l
E
(l
lim
min
T
→∞
j
t=1
j=1 j
T
t
ηj (a) ∀a∈A ∀j∈J

In this work, we balance the traffic load densities via
user associations at the network BSs in every time-slot in
such a way that maintains a well balanced trade-off between
the network traffic latency and power consumption. This is
achieved while giving a higher priority to maintaining a strict
long-term average traffic latency constraint at each BS than the
priority of minimizing the grid-power consumption. The load
balancing problem is posed as the following multi-objective
user association problem (UA):

#
J
T
X
1 X X t
g,t 2
t t
(lj − lj ) (10a)
min
Lj (ρj ), lim
E
T →∞ T
ηjt (a)
t=1 j=1
∀j∈J
" T
#
X
1
s.t. lim
E
Ltj (ρtj ) ≤ L̄j
∀j ∈ J
(10b)
T →∞ T
t=1
0 ≤ ρtj ≤ 1 − 
X
ηjt (a) = 1

∀j ∈ J , ∀t (10c)
∀a ∈ A, ∀t (10d)

∀j∈J

ρtj =

Z
a∈A

λt (a)ν t (a)ηjt (a)
da
rjt (a)

ηjt (a) ∈ {0, 1}∀a ∈ A

∀j ∈ J , ∀t (10e)
∀j ∈ J , ∀t (10f)

In the multi-objective function (10a), the first objective function is the per time-slot minimization of the network traffic
delivery latency, whereas the second objective function is
the long-term average least squared deviations of BSs’ share
of the network load from their share of the network green
load capacity. Constraint (10b) guarantees a long-term average
traffic delivery latency of each BS that is bounded by a
QoS preservation target latency L̄j . The constraint in (10c)
ensures BSs’ queues stability, with  being an indefinitely
small constant. The constraint in (10d) demands exclusive user
association to one BS. The constraint in (10e) defines the load
of a BS in terms users traffic, rates and association. The binary
association variable ηjt (a) is defined in constraint (10f).
The tight coupling of the two conflicting objective functions,
which are evaluated at two different time scales, makes the UA
problem very challenging. Furthermore, achieving a long-term
on-grid power consumption minimization and maintaining a
long-term average QoS performance requirements in a system
of unpredictable parameters that vary at different time scales
and follow unknown distributions exacerbate the UA problem.
In the following section we propose a novel load balancing
framework that overcomes these challenges.
III. P ROPOSED S OLUTION
We develop a traffic-aware and energy-aware load balancing
framework consisting of two tandem modules as shown in

Figure 2. The first module is an H∞ regulator which guides
the temporal utilization of green energy and distribution of
network loads among base stations (BSs) to achieve a longterm average QoS provisioning despite inaccuracy of estimates of major key network parameters. This module converts
the long-term average traffic delivery latency target Lj to
a target load ρj according to equation (4) and regulates
the instantaneous per time-slot load at each BS around this
target
while minimizing the sum of squared deviations
PJ load
g,t 2
t
j=1 (lj − lj ) . Despite inaccuracy and unpredictability of
key network parameters, the regulated load guarantees longterm attainment of constraint (10b) and minimization of the
second objective function in (10a). The regulated proposed
load computed in slot t can be related to the estimated load
and is written as ρ̃tj = (ρ̂tj − δ̃jt ), where δ̃jt is the proposed
change in the load of BS j. This proposed load is fed to
the second module, that is the user association module. The
long-term average performance requirements can be achieved
by following load proposals made by the H∞ regulator in
every time-slot; hence, the long-term average constraint in the
UA problem, i.e., constraint (10b), can be replaced with an
instantaneous per time-slot constraint 0 ≤ ρtj ≤ ρ̃tj .
The loads proposed by the regulator set an upper-bound
on the load distributed to each BS. It will be shown in the
following section that one of the intrinsic features of the H∞
regulator is to minimize the squared difference between the
proposed share of a given BS load and its share of green
energy, which is given by


T X
J
X
1 
E
(˜ljt − ljg,t )2  ,
(11)
lim
T →∞ T
t=1 j=1
ρ̃t

where ˜ljt = P j ρ̃t . Since ρtj ≤ ρ̃tj , minimizing equation
∀j∈J j
(11) is sufficient to minimize the second objective function of
UA. Therefore, balancing loads in the network according to
the loads proposed by the regulator in every time-slot, not only
satisfies the long-term average latency constraint in (10b) but
also minimizes the second objective function of UA. Hence,
the UA problem reduces to
(UA-I) min
t

X

ηj (a)

s.t.

∀j∈J
0 ≤ ρtj

Ltj (ρtj )

≤ ρ̃tj
∀j ∈ J
(10d), (10e), and (10f).

(12a)
(12b)

The proposed loads ρ̃tj , ∀j are computed based on inaccurate
estimates of ρtj , ∀j, i.e., ρ̂tj , and due to variations in channel
gains, traffic arrivals, green energy availability and users mobility, the actual loads at some BSs may exceed the proposed
loads despite users association optimization. The deviation in
loads are fed back to the regulator, which would compensate
for this load imbalance in future slots so the required longterm average performance can be achieved.
In the following two Sections IV and V, we present the
proposed designs of the H∞ regulator and user association
modules, respectively.
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j

t
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ρ
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t
= ρt
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j

Substituting δ̃jt in equation (14) leads to


ρt+1
= ρtj − ρ̂tj − utj − ljg,t ρ̃tnet + [δ̃jt − δjt ]
j
or equivalently,
ρt+1
= ρtj + utj − ρ̂tj + ljg,t ρ̃tnet + δ̃jt − δjt .
j

IV. H∞ R EGULATOR D ESIGN
The proposed H∞ design consists of state-space formulation and regulator synthesis. In subsection IV-A, we develop a
state-space model that captures the dynamics of traffic load
variation at the BSs and related system parameters. Given
the state-space model, an H∞ regulator is synthesized in
subsection IV-B.
A. State-space formulation
Let the following define the temporal changes of the traffic
load density at BS j
ρt+1
= ρtj − δjt
j

∀j ∈ J ,

(13)

where δjt denotes the actual change in density for a base station
during the current time-slot t as illustrated in Figure 2. The
dynamics are subject to the constraint 0 < ρtj < 1 − .
Recall that δ̃jt was defined to be the proposed change in
current estimated load density ρ̂tj to achieve a proposed load
ρ̃tj = ρ̂tj − δ̃jt ∀j. Adding and subtracting δ̃jt to equation (13)
results in
ρt+1
= ρtj − δ̃jt + [δ̃jt − δjt ]
j

∀j ∈ J .

(14)

Let the control signal be defined as
utj = (˜ljt − ljg,t )ρ̃tnet
∀j ∈ J ,
(15)
P
t
t
where ρ̃net = ∀j∈J ρ̃j is the average total proposed traffic
load in the network. Moreover, ˜ljt was defined earlier to be
ρ̃tj

∀j∈J

ρ̃tj

which is equivalent to

ρ̃tj
.
ρ̃tnet

Because the sum fractions
P ˜t
of proposed loads equals one, i.e., ∀j lj = 1, and fractions
P
of green energy sum to one, i.e., ∀j ˜ljt = 1, their difference
P
scaled by ρ̃tnet sums to zero, i.e., ∀j (˜ljt − ljg,t )ρ̃tnet = 0. This
can practically be interpreted as network load conservation,
where load either removed-from or added-to a BS has to be
either added-to or removed-from one or multiple BSs.
The proposed change in load δ̃jt can be found from equation
(15) to be
δ̃jt = ρ̂tj − utj − ljg,t ρ̃tnet .
(16)
P

(18)

We group all terms affected by disturbance or uncertainty
in equation (18) and denote it by a single variable Γts,j .
This variable captures the error in modeling the dynamics of
network traffic load spatial and temporal variation and is given
by
Γts,j = −ρ̂tj + ljg,t ρ̃tnet + [δ̃jt − δjt ].
(19)
Consequently, equation (18) can be rewritten as
ρt+1
= ρtj + utj + Γts,j .
j

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed framework showing inputs and outputs
of the framework in relation to the real network dynamics.

(17)

(20)

Let xtj be the state of the j-th BS in a given time-slot t defined
as the difference between its actual traffic load and target load,
which can be written as
xtj = ρtj − ρ̄j .

(21)

Using equation (20), the state equation for a BS j can then be
formulated as
xt+1
= xtj + utj + Γts,j .
(22)
j
In order to effectively apply control on the system, such
that the state is regulated, the state information must be fed
back to the controller. However, xtj ∀j ∈ J cannot accurately
be known due to high user mobility, rushes and sudden events
that affect traffic distributions, user association applied in the
last time-slot, admission control strategies, feedback delay, and
channel estimation errors. This inaccuracy in measuring or estimating the state is captured by the measurement disturbance
variable Γtm,j . Therefore, the state measurement can be written
as
yjt = xtj + Γtm,j .
(23)
We
introduce
vectors
of
previously
derived
variables for a specific BS to generalize the
variable to all BSs in the network as follows:
xt = [xt1 , · · · , xtj , · · · , xtJ ]0 , yt = [y1t , · · · , yjt , · · · , yJt ]0 ,
ut = [ut1 , · · · , utj , · · · , utJ ]0 , Γts = [Γts,1 , · · · , Γts,j , · · · , Γts,J ]0 ,
and Γtm = [Γtm,1 , · · · , Γtm,j , · · · , Γtm,J ]0 . Furthermore, we
stack the system and measurement disturbance variables in a
single disturbance vector wt as follows
 t
Γ
t
w = ts .
Γm
t
t
Then, the system state can be given by xt+1 = Ax
 + Bu +
t
Dw , where A = IJ , B = IJ and D = IJ 0 .
After defining the discrete time state-space model, we define
a standard quadratic cost function for the regulator. The cost
function should be defined such that minimizing it, minimizes
the long-term average of the state to zero and minimizes the
long-term average of the control signal. The state minimization
to zero achieves the target load at each BS and hence the target
latency. Moreover, minimization of
average
hPthe long-term
i
T
t 2
of the control signal limT →∞ T1 E
ku
k
,
minimizes
t=1
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equation (11) and the second objective function in equation
(10a) of the UA problem. Define the following quadratic cost
function,
" T
#
X

1
t 2
t 2
E
(24)
Ω = lim
kx kQ + ku kVt ,
T →∞ T
t=1
where Q = IJ is an identity matrix of appropriate size. The second weighting matrix can be definedn as Vt = diag{ςo1t , · · · , ςjt , · · · , ςJt }, where ςjt =

Pt−1
ω
i
. Here, ω is a scaling constant.
exp t−1
i=1 ρ̄j − ρ̂j
The weighting matrix Q was set to equal IJ , because BSs
are assumed to have equal priority in achieving their target
loads ρ̄j ∀j ∈ J . The model allows for prioritizing BSs
by setting different weights in Q under the condition that
trace{Q} = J. The first term in the cost function Ω penalizes
any deviation from the target loads ρ̄ and minimizing this
achieves the long-term average latency constraint. The second
term in the cost function Ω is the control ut which was
formulated to represent the deviation from the BS’s share
of green energy. Minimizing this term introduces the energy
saving aspect of the proposed framework. Additionally, the
second term is scaled by Vt which scales with the average
difference between the target load and the estimated load.
Therefore, for a given BS j, when the target load is higher
than the average estimated load, the term ςjt exponentially
increases, thereby decreasing the control signal [ut ]j in the
following time-slot. On the contrary, when the estimated load
is greater than the target load, the term ςjt is reduced and the
regulator is free to apply control in order to minimize the state
xt .
However, in standard H∞ control theory, the control vector
ut in the cost function Ω should be weighted by an identity
matrix of appropriate size. Therefore, we reformulate our state
equation via scaling in order to weave in the weighting matrix
Vt of the control vector and still adhere to standard H∞
control cost function
 modeling [21]. Let the scaling matrix
St be St = diag

√1 t , · · · , √1 t , · · · , √1 t
ςj
utn

ς1

ςJ

, the control
t

vector can then be redefined as
such that u = utn St and
t
t
Bn = BS . The reformulated state-space equation is given by
xt+1 = Axt + Btn utn + Dwt .

(25)

A standard H∞ controller can be synthesized using the
new state-space equation and a control that is weighted by
our original weighting matrix Vt . Furthermore, we define a
controlled output zt that acts as an instantaneous dual to the
cost function,
zt = Hxt + Gutn ,
(26)
 
 
IJ
0
where, H =
and G =
. Let the imperfect
0
IJ
observation on the state, affected by measurement disturbance,
be
t

t

t

y = Cx + Ew ,

(27)

where yt is the measured output and C = IJ E = 0 IJ .


Algorithm 1 H∞ Regulator Algorithm
Input: State-space system, initial lower-bracket γlb , and initial upper-bracket γub .
Output: Proposed change δ̃jt ∀j ∈ J
1: Set initial γlb and γub
2: while γub − γlb > γ do
ub
3:
set γ ← γlb +γ
2
4:
if Conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1 are satisfied
then
5:
Solve Riccati equations (29) and (30)
6:
Update solutions X∞ and Y∞
7:
if Obtained solutions satisfy conditions (3) and (4)
in Theorem 1 then
8:
γub ← γ
9:
end if
10:
else
11:
γlb ← γ
12:
end if
13: end while
14: γ̂ ← γ
15: Compute ut given in equation (34) based on most recent
X∞ and Y∞
16: Substitute ut in equation (16) to compute the proposed
change δ̃jt ∀j ∈ J
w

z
G
y

u
K

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the a standard control system.

B. H∞ Regulator Synthesis
The state-space model given in equations (25), (27), and
(26) is in standard form and represents the standard control
system in Figure 3. The uncertain plant is denoted by G and the
controller is denoted by K. The problem now becomes an H∞
robust regulation problem where the goal is to minimize the
effect of the disturbance w on the regulated output z by finding
a controller K such that the ∞−norm of the transfer function
from input w to output z, denoted by kTzw k∞ , is bounded
by a constant γ [22]. In other words, we are interested in
solving for a controller K that achieves a performance bound
kTzw k∞ < γ, for a positive constant γ that should be as low
as possible while maintaining controller stability.
We define γ ∗ as the optimal value of γ such that there is
no stable controller K corresponding to a value lower than
γ ∗ . This problem can be represented as a linear-quadratic
game, solved with zero-sum game theory [21], [22], where
the game’s performance index is
Ωγ =

∞
X


kxt k2Q + kutn k2 − γ 2 kwt k2 .

(28)

t=−∞

It is required that the state goes to zero as time goes to
infinity. For a given γ, this discrete-time zero-sum dynamic
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game has a finite upper value to equation (28) given by
[22], minun maxw Ωγ (un , w). This game can be viewed as
an adversarial game of a minimizing player and maximizing
player. The minimizing player is the controller whereas the
maximizing player is the disturbance. We define γ ∗ be the
infimum of all feasible values of γ.
It is desirable to derive a sub-optimal controller to minimize
the performance index in equation (28) under the worst-case
unknown disturbance. An H∞ regulator achieves this desired
control and can be obtained based on the following theorem
[22].
Theorem 1. Given the infinite-horizon disturbance attenuation regulator problem minun maxw Ωγ (un , w) and the
optimal attenuation level γ ∗ , a feedback H∞ controller exists
if:
1) The conditions H0 H = Q, G0 G = IJ and H0 G = 0 on
the state-space representation of the system in equations
(25), (26) and (27) are met.
2) (A, H) is detectable and (A, D) is stabilizable.
3) For attenuation level γ, the two algebraic Riccati equations (AREs) corresponding to the state-space system
formulation,


−1
X∞ = IJ + SS0 − γ −2 IJ X∞
X∞ + Q (29)



−1
Y∞ = IJ + IJ − γ −2 Q Y∞
Y∞ + IJ , (30)
admit minimal non-negative stabilizing solutions denoted as X∞ and Y∞ , respectively.
4) The solutions X∞ and Y∞ , respectively, satisfy the
following conditions
−2
X−1
IJ > 0, and Θ(Y∞ X̃∞ ) < γ 2 ,
∞ −γ
−2

(31)

−1

where X̃∞ := X∞ (IJ − γ X∞ ) + Q. Here, Θ(·)
denotes the spectral radius, which is the largest absolute
value of the square matrix eigenvalues.
Given these conditions are met, the state can be estimated by
x̂t = (IJ − γ −2 Y∞ X∞ )−1 x̌t

(32)

where,
−1
x̌t+1 = x̌t + ut + IJ + Y∞ (IJ − γ −2 Q)
Y∞
 −2

× γ Qx̌t + (yt − x̌t ) .

V. U SER A SSOCIATION S CHEME
The user association scheme receives the proposed changes
from the H∞ regulator and uses them along with information from the RANC about the estimated traffic loads, user
perceived rates and available green energy to establish a user
association that optimizes latency while maintaining proposed
changes. This corresponds to solving the (UA-I) problem given
in set of equations (12). This problem is a mixed-integernonlinear-programming (MINLP) problem which is known to
be N P-hard [29]. Therefore, we propose an iterative solution
that solves an approximation of (UA-I). We approximate
(UA-I) by adding a differentiable penalty
function, so-called
P
t
Courant-Beltrami penalty function
∀j φj (ρj ), in replacement of the constraint in equation (12b) [30]. Therefore, the
UA-I problem reduces to
X
(UA-II) min
F (ρtj ) =
Lj (ρtj ) + πφ(ρtj )
(35)
t
ηj (a)

(33)

The control signal can be derived by
ut = utn S = −SSX∞ IJ + (SS0 − γ −2 IJ )X∞

In Algorithm 1, we present an H∞ regulator algorithm to
derive the controller, an approximation of γ ∗ , and proposed
change in traffic load density δ̃jt ∀j ∈ J . Let γlb and γub ,
respectively, be the lower-bracket and upper-bracket on γ ∗ ,
where γlb ≤ γ ∗ and γub ≥ γ ∗ . It is worth mentioning that
the near optimal value of attenuation γ̂ approaches the theoretical optimal γ ∗ as the tolerance value γ approaches zero.
Therefore, the plant described by the state-space representation
in equations (25) , (26), and (27) can be formulated into
the two AREs given by equations (29) and (30). The AREs
are be solved in line 5 for a near optimal attenuation value
γ̂. Due to space limitation we refer the reader to [28] for
detailed procedure on solving AREs for discrete robust control
systems. Algorithm 1 computes the control sequence ut based
on measurement yt and the state estimates x̂t , such that the
controller achieves the following performance kTzw k∞ < γ̂.
Based on ut , the proposed load changes δ̃jt ∀j ∈ J
are evaluated and fed to the UA scheme. The UA scheme
computes user associations that achieves the proposed changes
in the next time-slot t + 1 while minimizing network latency.
In the next section we present our proposed UA scheme.

−1

x̂t
(34)
The resulting control stabilizes the closed loop system and is
asymptotically stable under worst-case disturbances. If any of
the conditions fail, then γ < γ ∗ .
Based on the derived control signal ut , the proposed load
change δ̃jt can then be determined according to equation (16).
However, γ has to be determined such that it is reasonably
close to the optimal value γ ∗ . The values of γ smaller than
γ ∗ violate the conditions in Theorem 1, whereas values greater
than γ ∗ satisfy them. Hence, a bisection algorithm can be used
to search for the optimal value within a tolerance denoted by
γ [26], [27].

∀j

(10d), (10e), and (10f).
Here, the penalty function is given by
X
2
φ(ρtj ) =
[ρtj − ρ̃tj ]+ ,

(36)

∀j

and the constant π is the penalty parameter that is set large
enough to guarantee a small approximation gap between the
solution of (UA-II) and the original problem (UA-I). The
penalty function satisfies the following conditions: φ(ρtj ) is
continuous, φ(ρtj ) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ ρtj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J , and
φ(ρtj ) = 0 ⇐⇒ 0 ≤ ρtj ≤ ρ̃tj ∀j ∈ J . The approximation
problem (UA-II) is then solved by applying the Frank-Wolfe
(FW) method [31]. A similar general approach has previously
been applied in [23], [32]. Unlike gradient projection methods,
the FW method moves an un-optimal feasible user association
towards the optimal user association by proportion α along
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Algorithm 2 User Association Scheme
Input: Estimated loads ρ̂tj ∀j, proposed loads ρ̃tj ∀j, network
parameters λt (a), ν t (a) and rjt (a) ∀a ∈ A, and stopping
criterion parameter ε.
Output: User association ηjt+1 (a) ∀a ∈ A ∀j ∈ J
// Initialize load based on estimated load
k=1,t
1: ρj
← ρ̂tj ∀j
// Repeat while termination conditions not satisfied
−ρk,t
|ρk+1,t
j
j |
> ε do
2: while
k+1,t
ρ
j

3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Associate all users at all locations a ∈ A according to
equation (39) and update η̌jk,t (a) ∀a ∈ A
Evaluate perceived loads based on users associations
evaluated in previous step as in (38) and update ρ̌k,t
j ∀j ∈
J


Construct a search direction ρ̌k,t − ρk,t
j
// Optimize the search step α
function BACKTRACKING L INE S EARCH
Initialize a large value of α
Evaluate F (ρk+1,t
),
j

∂F (ρk,t
j )
∂ρk,t
j

, and F (ρk,t
j )

while condition in equation (42) not met do
α←τ ·α
∂F (ρk,t
j )
Re-evaluate F (ρk+1,t
), ∂ρk,t
, and F (ρk,t
j
j )
j

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

end while
end function
// Update Loads


k,t
k,t
Update ρjk+1,t = ρk,t
∀j ∈ J
j + α ρ̌j − ρj
as in equation (37)
k ←k+1
end while
// Compute next slot user associations
Set ηjt+1 (a) ∀a ∀j, corresponding to the converged
ρk+1,t
∀j
j

a descent direction (ρ̌k,t − ρk,t
j ), according to an iterative
function given by
k,t
k,t
ρk+1,t
= ρk,t
j
j + α · (ρ̌j − ρj )

∀j ∈ J ,

(37)

where k is the iteration index. Note that FW minimizes the
network delay in slot t and results are applied in slot t + 1 as
shown in Figure 2.
The descent search direction (ρ̌k,t − ρk,t
j ) is defined by
two points in the feasible space. First, the load ρk,t
that
j
is computed in the k-th iteration. Second, another point in
the feasible space, ρ̌k,t
j , such that the first derivative of the
objective function F (ρk,t
j ) is minimized for each location
association, assuming all other locations associations are fixed.
Mathematically, the perceived load in k-th iteration is given
by
Z
λt (a)ν t (a)η̌jk,t (a)
k,t
da ∀j ∈ J ,
(38)
ρ̌j =
rjt (a)
a∈A
where user associations η̌jk,t (a) in the k-th iteration are set

according to
η̌jk,t (a)

=




1, if j = arg minηk,t (a)j∈J
j

∂F (ρk,t
j )
∂ρk,t
j

(39)

 0, otherwise,

∀a ∈ A, ∀j ∈ J . The first derivative of the objective function
is given by
∂F (ρk,t
j )
∂ρk,t
j

=


+
E[s(a)]tj ϕtj
+ 2π ρtj − ρ̃tj
t
2
(1 − ρj )

∀j ∈ J . (40)

The size of the step, α, taken along the descent search
direction falls in the range (0, 1) and minimizes the objective
function F (ρk+1,t
) at the new loads ρk+1,t
∀j. This can be
j
j
written as,
k,t
k,t
arg min F (ρk,t
j + α(ρ̌j − ρj )).

(41)

α∈[0,1]

A line search algorithm can be used to find the optimal α along
a given search direction. In order to ensure that the chosen step
achieves sufficient decrease, the following Armijo-Goldstein
condition [33] is employed
k,t
k,t
k,t
k,t
F (ρk+1,t
) ≤ F (ρk,t
(42)
j
j ) + α · c(ρ̌j − ρj )∂F (ρj )/∂ρj

where the constant c ∈ (0, 1). The line search used is a
backtracking line search, which starts with a large step size and
begins to decay with a factor of τ ∈ (0, 1) until the condition
in equation (42) is met.
The process of computing loads ρk+1,t
is repeated until
j
the approximation error drops below a certain threshold ε.
The pseudocode of the proposed user association scheme is
outlined in in Algorithm 2.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
In the simulation setup, we consider a HetNet of three
MaBSs and seven MiBSs deployed over a square region A
of the size 2 × 2 km2 . The MaBSs are numbered from 1 to
3 and MiBSs are numbered from 4 to 10 as shown in Figure
4. The BS locations are randomly placed, while maintaining a
minimum distance of 1200 m between MaBSs, 100 m between
MiBSs and 400 m between MaBSs and MiBSs. A grid of fixed
cell sizes equivalent to 10 m ×10 m overlay the simulated
region; therefore, creating 40401 user locations a ∈ A.
Region A

9

10
1

7

6
4

H

5

L
2

8

3

Fig. 4. Network topology showing deployment of MaBSs and MiBSs over
simulated region A. Circles represent MaBSs and triangles represent MiBSs.
Sub-regions H and L become subject to high and low average traffic arrivals,
respectively, in one of the considered simulation scenarios.
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We adopt settings and parameters commonly used in the
literature, specifically ones used in works considered for
performance comparison [12], [23]. The channel propagation
model follows the COST 231 Walfisch-Ikegami model [34],
with parameters shown in Table I. The separation distance
between the transmitter and receiver is denoted by ζ. The green
energy production model assumes that under perfect weather
conditions and surface alignment of the solar panels, the best
case direct irradiance is 1 kW/m2 , under standard weather
conditions of 25°C, an air mass of 1.5 spectrum and a solar
irradiation angle of 45 degrees [35]. The actual energy produced by solar panels is perturbed by sky clarity, temperature,
angle of ray incidence and other factors producing a randomly
generated irradiance that differs from one BS to the other [36].
Table I summarizes parameters used in the energy model [37].
Furthermore, parameters of the proposed scheme used
throughout the simulation of the proposed framework are
as follows: ω = 50, π = 400, τ = 0.5, c = 0.0001,
 = 0.01, γ = 0.01, and ε = 0.001. Although parameter
fine tuning is not essential for optimizing the performance
of the proposed framework, some practical considerations are
necessary. It is important that π is not too low, such that the
penalty of constraint violation is negligible, and not too high
which results in slow convergence. The scalar ω represents the
sensitivity of the controller to negative state values; The value
ω was set to 50 in all our simulation experiments. The values
used for τ and c are as suggested by [33].
We developed a generic network model that assumes a
general distribution of both traffic arrivals and sizes. A Poisson
traffic model was considered in the simulations. The average
arrival rate was set to 240 requests over the entire region, while
the average traffic size was simulated to follow an exponential
distribution with average packet length of 250 kB.
TABLE I
R ADIO P ROPAGATION M ODEL AND E NERGY M ODEL PARAMETERS
Parameter
Bandwidth
Transmission power
Path loss (dB)
Rayleigh fading
Shadowing fading
Receiver sensitivity
Antenna gain
Noise power
Static power consumption
Load power coefficient
Solar panel size
Solar panel efficiency
Mean solar irradiance

MaBS
10 MHz
43 dBm
128.1 + 37.6 log10 (ζ)
9 dB
5 dB
-123 dBm
15 dB
-174 dBm
750 W
500
14 m2
17.4%
400 W/m2

MiBS
10 MHz
37 dBm
38 + 30 log10 (ζ)
8 dB
5 dB
-123 dBm
1 dB
-174 dBm
37 W
4
0.6 m2
17.4%
400 W/m2

The performance of the proposed framework is compared against three user association and load balancing
schemes, namely, MAX-SNR, vGALA [12], and α-optimal
[23]. Whereas the MAX-SNR scheme maximizes the network sum rate while ignoring energy and delay, the αoptimal is delay-aware scheme, and vGALA is both delay
and energy-aware scheme. The MAX-SNR scheme associates
users merely based on received signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)
from BSs within reach. The α-optimal scheme supports four
load balancing objectives: rate-optimal, throughput-optimal,
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(b) α-optimal

(a) MAX-SNR
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(c) vGALA (κ = 20, θ = 1)
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4

2

5

8

3

(d) Proposed Framework

Fig. 5. Snapshots of BSs coverage areas computed by the four considered
schemes. The MaBS and MiBS are represented by circles and triangles,
respectively.

delay-optimal and proportional loads-optimal; however, we set
α = 2 to achieve a delay optimal policy. The vGALA scheme
uses two parameters for tuning its load-balancing algorithm.
The parameter κ specifies a range of allowed trade-off between
latency and green energy, and the parameter θ controls how the
algorithm operates within that range. The considered values
for the operation of the vGALA scheme are (κ = 1, θ = 1),
(κ = 4, θ = 0.8) and (κ = 20, θ = 1), which represent the
minimum, recommended and maximum modes of operation
in terms of the delay-energy trade-off, respectively.
In order to illustrate the bias of the considered schemes
towards rate maximization, delay minimization, or energy
efficiency, we consider the following scenario. In a given
time slot, the area in the vicinity of BS 1 and BS 3 is
under heavy traffic loads; BSs 3 and 10 receive a higher than
average amount of solar irradiance, increasing its green energy
generation rate; BS 1 generates less than average green energy.
Snapshots of BSs coverage areas computed by the MAX-SNR,
α-optimal, and vGALA scheme and the proposed framework
are illustrated in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), the MAX-SNR
scheme demonstrate a clear under-utilization of the MiBSs
among all schemes and over-utilization of MaBSs, i.e. 1, 2, and
3. The latency aware α-optimal scheme optimizes for latency
and therefore opts to shift more load towards MiBSs in areas
with heavy traffic loads, i.e., in the vicinity of BS 1 and BS
3, as illustrated in Figure 5(b). The energy-biased vGALA
scheme in Figure 5(c) offloads the traffic from BS 1 with less
green energy towards the two BSs with higher than average
green energy, i.e., BS 3 and BS 10, risking the violation
of their QoS constraints. It is shown later in this section
that for different settings of κ and θ, the vGALA scheme
performs differently. The proposed framework optimizes both
latency and energy consumption as shown in Figure 5(d). It
balances the load assigned to BS 1 and BS 10 because further
traffic offloading to BS 1 results in higher latency efficiency,
whereas further traffic offloading to BS 10 results in higher
latency efficiency. Furthermore, the proposed framework did
not shrink the coverage area of BS 1 as much as the vGALA
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scheme in response to its low green energy availability.
In the following subsections, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed framework in different scenarios of
traffic arrivals, energy availability, traffic distribution and sudden change in both traffic characteristics and energy availability. For simplicity, we use
indicator of equation
P the latency
1
t t
+
(3), which is defined as ∀j∈J E[s(a)]
t [Lj (ρj ) − L̄j ] . Note
j
that the latency indicator is normalized by the service time
E[s(a)]tj , which is assumed to be constant within a single
time-slot [23], [32]. Hence, the latency indicator has no unit
of measurement.

A. Responsiveness to Inhomogeneous Sudden Change in Traffic Arrivals
We examine resilience of the proposed framework under
inhomogeneous sudden changes in traffic arrivals that may
result from rush hours, disasters, or public events of large
crowds. Such changes in traffic characteristics may affect a
certain geographical area for relatively short periods of time.
These events are simulated by an increase in the average traffic
arrivals in sub-region H to λt (h) = 3λt (a) ∀h ∈ H, a ∈
A, a ∈
/ H ∪ L for time-slots t ∈ [100, 300], then followed
by a decrease in the average traffic arrivals in sub-region L
t
to λt (l) = λ 3(a) ∀l ∈ L, a ∈ A, a ∈
/ H ∪ L for time-slots
t ∈ [175, 300]. The sub-regions H and L are enclosed by red
and black-dashed boxes, respectively, in Figure 4.
Figure 6 depicts the schemes’ performance metrics in
response to the above mentioned sudden changes in traffic
arrivals at t = 100, t = 175 and t = 300. Particularly, subFigure 6(a) shows the sum of positive violations of the latency
indicator constraint, sub-Figure 6(b) shows the sum of network
latency indicators, and sub-Figure 6(c) shows the network ongrid power consumption.
Based on results presented in Figure 6, it is clear that the
worst performance is observed for the MAX-SNR scheme.
This is expected because MAX-SNR optimizes the network
throughput but overlooks the latency and energy inefficiency
it incurs. The MAX-SNR scheme consumes the most on-grid
power, consuming 265 kW. Furthermore, the most latencybiased scheme, i.e., α-optimal scheme, demonstrates the best
sum of latency indicator performance as shown in sub-Figure
6(b); however, severely violates the latency indicator constraint
and heavily consumes on-grid power as shown in sub-Figure
6(a) and sub-Figure 6(c), respectively. Conversely, the most
energy-biased vGala scheme operating at (κ = 20, θ = 1)
demonstrates the best energy efficiency in sub-Figure 6(c);
however, fails to maintain small latency constraint violations
and low network latency as can be seen from sub-Figures 6(a)
and 6(b), respectively. These results confirm the latency-energy
trade-off that the vGala (κ = 1, θ = 1) scheme, vGala (κ =
4, θ = 0.8) scheme, and proposed framework strive to balance
as shown in sub-Figures 6(b) and 6(c). The vGala (κ = 1, θ =
1) scheme ranks second in terms of network latency, followed
by the vGala (κ = 4, θ = 0.8) in sub-Figure 6(b); whereas,
vGala (κ = 4, θ = 0.8) scheme ranks third in terms of energy
efficiency, followed by the vGala (κ = 1, θ = 1) in sub-Figure

6(c). Both schemes violate the latency constraint at the BSs
as evident in sub-Figure 6(a).
Unlike other schemes, the proposed framework autonomously balances the latency-energy trade-off in such a
way that the QoS performance requirements at all BSs are
maintained; It ranks fourth in network latency as shown in subFigure 6(b), and second in energy efficiency achieving 65%
saving of the MAX-SNR scheme power consumption as shown
in sub-Figure 6(c) while demonstrating negligible violations
in sub-Figure 6(a). The proposed framework’s resilience is
attributed to the H∞ regulator which regulates the BSs loads
around the target loads ρ̄j ∀j ∈ J ; without perfect knowledge
of the network state, or magnitude, or time of events. The
proposed framework also yields the best recovery response,
after the events completion at t = 300. In fact, the vGALA
scheme operating at (κ = 1, θ = 1) is the only scheme
other than the proposed framework that reverts back to the
target after the events. However, it is worth noting that the
user experience is more dependent on their perceived QoS
from a single BS, rather than the total network performance.
Therefore, the proposed framework is capable of providing the
best average QoS per BS compared to the other schemes while
still not compromising the total network latency too severely
as a trade-off.
B. Performance Under Solar Irradiance Disturbance
The second major component to unpredictability and disturbance in the developed model is green energy availability.
In order to analyze the proposed framework’s robustness to
change in green energy availability, we consider a scenario
where the solar irradiance is randomly changed while the average traffic arrival over the entire region remains unchanged. At
t = 100, MaBS 2 becomes under higher solar irradiance of 600
2
W/m , which is 50% larger than other BSs solar irradiance
2
that is 400 W/m .
Figure 7 shows the performance of all considered schemes
under a change in green energy availability at BS 2. It can
clearly be seen that the proposed framework in sub-Figure 7(a)
demonstrates responsiveness that outperforms all considered
schemes in maintaining QoS requirements by not violating any
of the target load constraints. On the contrary, other energybiased schemes assign more load to BS 2 in order to utilize
the excess of green energy while causing severe violation to
target load constraints. The performance of α-optimal reflects
that delay-biased schemes are less sensitive to change in green
energy availability, as its performance is the least perturbed.
Therefore, these schemes lose the opportunity to utilize the
excess in green energy towards reducing the network energy
consumption. Similar to the previous scenario, we observe in
Figure 7(b) that our proposed framework ranks fourth among
the compared schemes in terms of the average latency sum
performance over the entire network region. This is due to
our scheme prioritizing QoS constraints per BS as well as the
green energy utilization over the total network latency sum.
The proposed scheme not only surpasses other schemes in
autonomous and dynamic responsiveness to sudden change in
availability of green energy, it outperforms other schemes with
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limited QoS violations in energy efficiency. As can be observed from Figure 7(c), the vGALA scheme (κ = 20, θ = 1)
is the most energy efficient showing 85% power saving over
MAX-SNR, due to its excessive violation of QoS constraints
in exchange for energy efficiency. The other two modes of
vGALA (κ = 1, θ = 1) and (κ = 4, θ = 0.8) save 69% and
77% of the MAX-SNR power consumption, respectively. The
α-optimal scheme saves 59% of the MAX-SNR power consumption, which is the least power consumption improvement.
C. Random Topology-based Simulations
In order to ensure that the performance of the proposed
framework is not topology dependent, we provide empirical
CDFs in Figure 8 of the considered performance metrics.
The results are derived from 500 runs of both the previous
simulation scenarios presented in sub-Section VI-A and subSection VI-B, with each run taking 500 time-slots. It can be
seen that the proposed framework is the most effective in
terms of maintaining the latency indicator constraint among
the compared schemes. Moreover, it is the third best in terms
of the total network power consumption with a 50% chance
of being the second best. The most energy biased scheme
vGALA (κ = 20, θ = 1) incurs severe violations to the latency
indicator constraint and large network latency. The proposed
framework’s performance is the fourth best in terms of network
latency and second in terms power consumption.
D. Impact of Load balancing on Energy Efficiency
In the proposed framework, energy is conserved by distributing the load to BSs in such a way the share of a given

Average Ratio of BS’s Load to Network Load, lt
j

Fig. 7. Performance under solar sudden change in green energy availability at BS 2.
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Fig. 9. The share of each BS’s traffic load versus its share of green energy.

BS load out of the total network load, i.e., ljt , is proportional
to its share of green energy available in the network ljg,t
∀j ∈ J . This strategy has been verified in previously analyzed
simulation results, which confirmed the energy efficiency of
the proposed framework in all considered scenarios. Figure 9
depicts the converged average of BS’s share of network load
versus its share of green energy available in the network. It
can be observed that within the possible energy consumption
margin that does not result in violating QoS requirements,
the proposed framework closely approaches ljg,t . The only
scheme that outperforms the proposed framework is vGALA
(κ = 20, θ = 1) since it largely violates the QoS constraints.
Note that in the MAX-SNR scheme, the first three MaBSs
and the remaining seven MiBSs are dis-proportionally overloaded and underutilized, respectively. Conversely, the proposed framework relieves load from the MaBSs and increases
load onto the MiBSs to achieve energy efficiency.
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated energy-efficient and
QoS-constrained load balancing in SoftRAN-based HetNets
powered by hybrid energy sources. To this end, we developed traffic and energy models that relax commonly made
assumptions on accuracy and distributions of major estimates
of network parameters like wireless channel estimates, green
energy availability and network load. Based on these models,
we pose the load balancing problem as a dual-objective binary
mixed-integer-nonlinear programming problem. A framework
consisting of an H∞ regulator module and user association
module have been developed to solve the load balancing problem, while guaranteeing an average target QoS requirement
and minimizing on-grid energy consumption. Both modules
work in tandem; the former regulates the BSs traffic loads,
and the latter optimizes latency via user association while
satisfying the regulated loads. Simulation results demonstrate
the proposed framework robustness and resilience to sudden
changes in network traffic characteristics and energy availability. In addition, simulation results show that the proposed
framework is autonomous and outperforms all other considered schemes in terms of energy efficiency and satisfaction of
QoS requirements.
A PPENDIX A
C ONVERGENCE AND O PTIMALITY
In this Appendix we show convergence and optimality of the
proposed UA scheme following general approaches presented
in [12], [23]. For notational convenience, we represent traffic
loads and perceived traffic loads at the network BSs by the
vectors ρk,t and ρ̌k,t , respectively. Moreover, we denote the
first derivative in equation (40) by F 0 (ρk,t
j )=

∂F (ρk,t
j )
∂ρk,t
j

. Also,

for notational brevity and since proofs presented here apply
within the duration of one time-slot, we drop the time-slot
index t.
Despite the combinatorial nature of the UA-II problem due
to the binary assignment variable ηj (a), the proposed user
association scheme converges to a traffic load vector ρ∗ in the
feasible space of UA-II. This is formally stated in Theorem 2
after presenting the necessary conditions in Lemma 1, Lemma
2 and Lemma 3.

Let the feasible set of the UA-II problem be given by
Z
n
X
F = ρk |ρkj =
%j (a)da,
ηj (a) = 1,
a∈A

(43)

∀j

o
ηj (a) ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J and ∀a ∈ A .
Furthermore, after relaxation of the binary variable ηj (a), the
relaxed feasible set can be written as
Z
n
X
F̂ = ρk |ρkj =
%j (a)da,
ηj (a) = 1,
a∈A
∀j
(44)
o
ηj (a) ∈ [0, 1] ∀j ∈ J and ∀a ∈ A .

Then, the following Lemma can be stated.
Lemma 1. The relaxed feasible set of the UA-II defined in F̂
is a convex feasible set.
k

Proof. The set F̂ contains any convex combination of ρ0 and
k
k
k
k
k
ρ00 for ρ0 6= ρ00 , where both ρ0 , ρ00 ∈ F̂.
Lemma 2. The relaxed optimization problem with feasibility
set F̂ and objective function F (ρk ) in equation (35) form a
convex optimization problem.
Proof. This Lemma can be proved based on Lemma 1 and
the fact that the objective function F (ρk ) is convex because
∇2 F (ρk ) > 0, ∀ρk ∈ [0, 1]J [32].
Lemma 3. For a given ρk ∈ F̂ feasible load vector and the
perceived load ρ̌k be generated according to the association
policy in equation (39),
such that ρ̌k 6= ρk . Then the search

k
k
direction ρ̌ − ρ is a descent direction of the objective
function F (ρk ) and ρk .
Proof. Given that F (ρk ) is convex, the proof of this Lemma
can be established
by showing that the search direction

ρ̌k − ρk forms an acute angle with the negative gradient
of the objective function [12], [38], i.e.,
h∇F (ρk ), ρ̌k − ρk i < 0

(45)

Let ρ̌k and ρk be the traffic loads corresponding the associa-
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tions defined by η̌j (a) and ηj (a) ∀j ∈ J , respectively. Then,
h∇F (ρk ), ρ̌k − ρk i
X
=
(ρ̌kj − ρkj )F 0 (ρkj )
(46)

∀j∈J

X η̌j (a) − ηj (a)
F 0 (ρj ) da.
=
λ(a)ν(a)
r
(a)
j
a∈A
Z

∀j∈J

Since ρ̌kj results from the association policy in equation (39)
which minimizes F 0 (ρkj ), then
X η̌j (a) − ηj (a)
F 0 (ρkj ) ≤ 0.
(47)
rj (a)
∀j∈J

However, since it is assumed that ρ̌k =
6 ρk , then the inequality
in equation (47) becomes a strict inequality and therefore
h∇F (ρk ), ρ̌k − ρk i < 0.
Theorem 2. The BSs traffic loads ρk computed by the proposed scheme converges to the vector of loads ρ∗ which is in
the un-relaxed feasible set F.
Proof. Based on Lemma 3 and Armijo-Goldstein condition in
equation (42), the objective function F (ρk ) is guaranteed to
decrease in each iteration. Furthermore, since F (ρk ) is convex
and positive, it converges to F (ρ∗ ). Therefore, both ρ̌k and
ρk converge to ρ∗ . Because both ρ̌k and ρk correspond to
associations made based on the association policy in equation
(39), they are in F and hence ρ∗ ∈ F.
It was established in the proof of Theorem 2 that the
algorithm converges to a solution ρ∗ . In the following we show
that this solution minimizes the objective function F (ρk ) and
hence the proposed algorithm is optimal.
Theorem 3. If the traffic loads computed by the proposed
algorithm converge to a vector of loads ρ∗ , then ρ∗ is the
optimal solution of the UA-II problem.
Proof. This theorem can be proved by showing that there is no
other vector of loads ρ́ such that ρ́ − ρ∗ is a descent direction.
This can be written as
h∇F (ρ∗ ), ρ́ − ρ∗ i ≥ 0.

(48)

Let an arbitrary load denoted by ρ́ be the traffic load corresponding to a user association ήj (a) ∀j ∈ J . Also, let ρ∗ be
the convergence traffic loads corresponding to ηj (a) ∀j ∈ J .
h∇F (ρ∗ ), ρ́ − ρ∗ i
X
=
(ρ́j − ρ∗j )F 0 (ρ∗j )
(49)

∀j∈J

X ήj (a) − ηj∗ (a)
=
λ(a)ν(a)
F 0 (ρ∗j ) da.
rj (a)
a∈A
Z

∀j∈J

Because users are associated according to

1, if j = arg minj∈J F 0 (ρ́j )
∗
ηj (a) =
,
0, otherwise.
then

X ηj∗ (a)
X ήj (a)
F 0 (ρ∗j ) ≤
F 0 (ρ∗j ).
rj (a)
rj (a)

∀j∈J

∀j∈J

(50)

(51)

Therefore, h∇F (ρ∗ ), ρ́ − ρ∗ i ≥ 0, and no other point exists
to provide a descent direction; therefore, ρ∗ is an optimal
solution.
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